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Abstract Directly applying single-label classification methods to the multi-label learning
problems substantially limits both the performance and speed due to the imbalance, depen-
dence and high dimensionality of the given label matrix. Existing methods either ignore
these three problems or reduce one with the price of aggravating another. In this paper,
we propose a {0,1} label matrix compression and recovery method termed “compressed
labeling (CL)” to simultaneously solve or at least reduce these three problems. CL first
compresses the original label matrix to improve balance and independence by preserving
the signs of its Gaussian random projections. Afterward, we directly utilize popular binary
classification methods (e.g., support vector machines) for each new label. A fast recovery
algorithm is developed to recover the original labels from the predicted new labels. In the
recovery algorithm, a “labelset distilling method” is designed to extract distilled labelsets
(DLs), i.e., the frequently appeared label subsets from the original labels via recursive clus-
tering and subtraction. Given a distilled and an original label vector, we discover that the
signs of their random projections have an explicit joint distribution that can be quickly com-
puted from a geometric inference. Based on this observation, the original label vector is
exactly determined after performing a series of Kullback-Leibler divergence based hypoth-
esis tests on the distribution about the new labels. CL significantly improves the balance
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